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gestation, we chose to define the lower bound of preterm births as 28 weeks. Our preterm birth
rate is therefore is lower than global estimates using the broader definition.
Small-for-gestational age: An infant was considered small for gestational age if born alive with a
birth weight less than the 10th percentile for the gestational age at delivery after creating a
Ghanaian specific curve using methodology described by the World Health Organization.2 The
tenth percentiles for birth weight at specific gestational ages (in completed weeks) generated by
this methodology and used in our analysis is outlined in the Table below.

Table S1: Birth weight at the tenth percentile for completed weeks of gestation
Gestational age (in
completed weeks)

10th percentile for
birth weight
(grams)

28

953

29

1081

30

1219

31

1364

32

1515

33

1672

34

1832

35

1993

36

2153

37

2309

38

2459

39

2600

40

2730

41

2846

42

2846

43

2846

44

2846

Small-for-gestational age rate: The SGA rate was the proportion of infants born SGA divided by
the total number of live births > 28 weeks.
Stillbirth: A stillbirth was defined as the birth of an infant without any signs of life after 28
weeks gestation.
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Stillbirth rate: The stillbirth rate is calculated in this study as the number of stillbirths divided by
the total of both live births and stillbirths after 28 completed weeks’ gestation.
Fetal loss <28 weeks: Fetal losses less than 28 weeks gestation include spontaneous abortions
(miscarriages), induced abortions, or live births < 28 weeks gestation.
Fetal loss rate: The fetal loss rate was calculated by dividing the number of fetal losses by the
total number of pregnancies enrolled into the study.
Neonatal death: A neonatal death was defined as an infant death within seven days of a live birth.
Neonatal death rate: The neonatal death rate was calculated by dividing the number of neonatal
deaths by the number of live births after 28 completed weeks’ gestation.
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Stove use
Figure S2 shows study arm stove use by study week. Improved biomass stove use for the main
meal the preceding day was high at the beginning of the study period (within the first 10 weeks
of receiving the intervention), but declined monotonically for the rest of the study period. In
comparison, while there were some small decreases in use, LPG stove use remained high over
the course of the period.

Figure S3. Each week participants were asked “Which stove did you use to cook your main
meal yesterday?” The y-axis in the top panel represents the percept of participants that
reported to cook their main meal with the study arm stove in a given week since intervention.
The bottom panel shows the number of participants reporting data in a given week. Data are
truncated after 80 weeks due to low sample sizes.
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Table S2. Cox-proportional hazard models assessing associations between study arm and time to pneumonia event. *
Observed Outcomes
Outcome

Control
(N=464)

Physician-Assessed Cases
Pneumonia
110 (23.7)

Unadjusted Survival Analysis †

Adjusted Survival Analysis ‡

Improved
biomass
(N=483)

LPG
(N=332)

127 (26.3)

86 (25.5)

HR (95% CI)
1.15 (0.84-1.58)

P
0.39

HR (95% CI)
1.06 (0.77-1.46)

P
0.72

HR (95% CI)
1.17 (0.85-1.62)

P
0.34

HR (95% CI)
1.14 (0.81-1.59)

P
0.46

26 (7.8)

1.26 (0.78-2.04)

0.34

0.96 (0.63-1.46)

0.83

1.20 (0.72-2.01)

0.48

0.96 (0.61-1.51)

0.87

Severe Pneumonia
38 (8.2)
48 (9.9)
Physician- and Fieldworker-Assessed Cases §

Improved biomass

LPG

Improved biomass

LPG

Pneumonia
162 (34.9) 175 (36.2) 118 (35.5) 1.08 (0.82-1.43) 0.75
0.97 (0.78-1.20)
0.79 1.09 (0.82-1.45) 0.54 1.05 (0.84-1.30) 0.69
Severe Pneumonia
58 (12.5)
66 (13.7)
44 (13.3)
1.12 (0.69-1.80) 0.65
1.03 (0.72-1.48)
0.85 1.11 (0.68-1.81) 0.68 1.08 (0.76-1.54) 0.66
* Pneumonia and severe pneumonia in the first 12 months of life as defined by the WHO Integrated Management of Childhood Illness criteria
† Rate ratios derived from cox proportional hazard models with Wald robust standard errors to account for community-clustered stove intervention study design.
‡ Rate ratios derived from cox proportional hazard models with Wald robust standard errors to account for community-clustered stove intervention study design, adjusting for
month of delivery, child sex, and asset index.
§ Physician- and fieldworker-assessed cases defined as physician-diagnosed pneumonia cases plus those diagnosed by a fieldworker in cases where the child did not receive
a study physician assessment within seven days.
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